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In March, 1945 the Screaming Eagles were recalled from France and loaded onto boxcars for the transatlantic crossing to the United States.
Upon arrival in the States, the Division began disarming former enemy soldiers, but they were soon ordered to rebuild their Army. The

Division returned to North Africa where the war was winding down. By the end of the war, 6,017 troopers of the 101st Airborne were dead.
On January 14th, 1957, the Screaming Eagles landed in Lebanon to support the 1958 operation called Operation Blue Bat. The Division was

present during the Israeli-Arab conflict during the Six-Day War. The Screaming Eagles were the first American division to enter the Sinai
Desert during the 1973 Arab-Israeli War. On September 19th, 1975, the Division began its first Middle East deployment since 1948 when it
was called to support Operations Distant Thunder and Frequent Wind, as part of the phased drawdown of US forces from Vietnam. It was

during this deployment that the Operation Eagle Pull, the division's only other deployment to Vietnam, was launched. The Screaming Eagles
were again recalled to the Middle East during Operation Desert Shield and Operation Desert Storm to support the United States led

intervention in Kuwait and Iraq. The division returned home in late February, 1991. The 101st Airborne Division stands today as a vital
component of the United States Army and is one of the most celebrated battle tested divisions in the history of the United States Military. In

her first experience in writing historical fiction, Sharon Cramer captures an entire generation of soldiers in THE CERULEAN STAR and THE
EXECUTION, RISEN and NIVEUS.
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